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Jump start your stalled projects. When Bad Things Happen to Good Quilters is a guide to help you

resolve your quilting problems and bring your project back to life. In addition, this must-have book

includes 4 new projects:  Miter Touch Quilt â€“ preprinted panel with several mitered borders Panel

Panache â€“ paneled quilt with fun and unusual designs Sweet Tweet Table Runner â€“ quilted table

runner with bird details and wonderful hexagonal piecing T-Shirt Quilt â€“ turn your favorite T-shirt

into a quiltÂ   UFO's (Un Finished Objects). We all start our quilting projects with the best intentions,

but a difficult technique, mismatched fabrics, or a mistake in the pattern can bring the project to a

screeching halt. Joan Fordâ€™s can-do advice and practical problem solving approach is exactly

the help needed to get your projects back on track. Youâ€™ll turn to this guide again and again

because it is...  A comprehensive, emergency quilting instruction guide. Perfect for first-time quilters,

skilled quilters, and anyone who needs help when a quilting project has stalled.Â   Rev up your

projects with funny, can-do, practical problem-solving. Popular instructor Joan Ford offers helpful,

clear instruction and all the guidance quilters need to kick their projects into gear.  Novices are led

through the quilting process Experienced quilters learn to resolve complicated setbacks Expert

troubleshooting advice is clearly laid out Basic quilting knowledgeâ€“ required materials, sewing

blocks, and caring for your quilt â€“ plus 4 new projects to fire up your creativity 10 colorful

photographs and 120 illustrations offer a visual guideÂ   ScrapTherapyÂ®. Is a nationwide

sensation. These wildly popular innovative, step-by-step quilt class and pattern series have grown

with the success of Ford's first two books.
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Quilt designer Joan Ford is the owner of Hummingbird Highway in Syracuse, New York. As founder

of the ScrapTherapy program, she lectures and teaches cutting workshops and quilt classes at

guilds and quilt shops around the country. Joan has authored three books, all with Taunton:

ScrapTherapy Cut the Scraps, ScrapTherapy Scraps Plus One, and When Bad Things Happen to

Good Quilters.

This is a nicely written book that includes great tips for quilters along with some nice quilt patterns.

The tee shirt quilt pattern looks so interesting. I hate making tee shirt quilts, but after reading this

pattern, I think I will give it another try!

I'm not sure what I expected from this book, but . . . I didn't get it. It's loaded with general tips and

common sense kinds of things, but . . . as a new quilter, I expected it to answer questions about

what to do when I really screw something up. If I knew what kind of messes I'm probably going to

face in the future, I'd know what questions to ask. I was hoping this book would address those kinds

of things, but it didn't.

Absolutely love this book and bought another to give to a fellow quilting friend. While I've been

quilting over 10 years, I found this book to still be helpful for me to step back and reassess to trouble

shoot and if anything, know that everyone has the same issues I do - makes me smile. The book is

written in a manner that is comical and light-hearted, which is what I love about quilters!

Full of really good advice. It includes answers to some problems I couldn't solve.

Fun book with lots of helpful hints.

I found it easy to read and very helpful. Thank you

love it.... great ideas.... some repeats from her previous books....
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